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Development of Free-Moldable Electrolyte
Assistant Professor Kazuhiro Shikinaka and Associate Professor Yoichi Tominaga (Division of Applied
Chemistry, Institute of Engineering, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology) developed gel
consisting of ionic liquid and cylindrical clay mineral. This gel is novel electrolyte with high ionic
conductivity that shows liquid/solid transition in response to agitating/resting. The obtained result gives
free-moldable solid electrolyte that is expected for application for energy/electronics fields. This work was
supported by the JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 26870179 and 16H04199. This research was published on
12th December 2016 in the Chemical Communications.

Electrolytes are fundamental materials that have been used in various industrial fields, for example, in
batteries. Liquid electrolytes, though widely used, lack safety and moldability because of the inclusion of
organic solvents and the inherent fluidity. The superior safety and moldability of solid electrolytes make
them possible alternatives to liquid electrolytes. However, the ionic conductivity of solid electrolytes is
lower than that of liquid electrolytes. Recently, a gel-type electrolyte, which combines the high ionic
conductivity of liquid electrolytes and the safety of solid electrolytes, has been reported. However, the
gel-type electrolyte needs various specific techniques for molding.
Dr. Shikinaka and Tominaga reported a novel "quasi-solid electrolyte" comprising a transparent thixotropic
gel swelled by an ionic liquid. The thixotropic gel is formed by a framework of single-walled aluminosilicate
cylindrical inorganic “ imogolite ” (IG) nanotubes. Synthetic IG purified by reprecipitation from
tetrahydrofuran disperses into hydrophilic and polar ionic liquid phases. The mixture of an ionic liquid and
short-length IG shows ionic conductivity, similar to the neat ionic liquid. The formation of a network of short
IG units in the ionic liquid by interaction with the dicarboxylic acid units affords gel-like quasi-solid
electrolytes. These electrolytes show thixotropy, and their viscoelasticity depends on the ionic liquid species.
The quasi-solid electrolyte shows moldability, thermal stability, high ionic conductivity, and has potential
applications in free-moldable conductive and anti-icing coatings, or electrolytes for batteries.
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Figure：Photograph of gel consisting of ionic liquid and cylindrical clay mineral
that shows liquid/solid transition in response to agitating/resting .
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